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In 2003 the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)1 launched an initiative to 

help developing countries, particularly those in sub-Saharan Africa, obtain sovereign 

credit ratings. Countries that have received credit ratings through this program include 

Ghana, Cameroon, Mali, Benin and Burkina Faso.  According to UNDP “sovereign 

ratings can help to foster foreign direct investment, private sector access to global 

markets, [and] a more vibrant local capital market in addition to demonstrating greater 

public sector financial transparency – all of which are critical to meeting the MDGs.”2  

Ironically, similar claims were made by proponents of capital market liberalization 

(CML) in the mid-1990s, although most economists now agree that open capital markets 

increase instability and do not necessarily attract long-term investment. This note 

examines a relationship between CML and FDI as well as credit ratings and FDI (as part 

of a bigger study, described below). 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 UNDP’s program is with Moody’s Credit Rating Agency. The US State Department has a similar 
program with Fitch.  
2 See Arun Kashyap, “Consolidated Reply: Obtaining a sovereign rating”,  Debtnet, UNCTAD, May 2, 
2006 
 



Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Capital Market Liberalization (CML) 3

We’ll begin with a short discussion on the relationship between CML and FDI. 

Proponents of capital market liberalization argued that CML would attract investment 

and promote growth. However, they made very little reference to the type of inflows that 

open capital markets would attract. They assumed that CML would lead to stable inflows 

of capital, even though the evidence did not support this. On the other hand, there was 

evidence that CML leads to volatile short-term flows and instability, which deters long-

term direct investment.  

 

An examination of the data, both over time and across countries shows that CML is not in 

fact associated with faster economic growth or higher levels of investment.4  Additional 

direct evidence doesn’t support the claim that CML promotes investment. For example, 

China has retained capital controls and has attracted more foreign direct investment than 

any other developing country. Other countries that imposed capital controls, such as 

Malaysia and Chile, also continue to attract FDI. Similarly, in the early to mid 1990s, 

Hungary attracted the greatest amount of FDI in Eastern Europe, even though it retained 

restrictions on short-term capital.  

 

Proponents of capital market liberalization maintained that open capital markets would 

stimulate growth because of improvements in economic efficiency and increased 

                                                 
3 See Ocampo, Stiglitz, Spiegel, Ffrench-Davis, Nayyar, “Stability with Growth”, OUP, 2006. 
4 See e.g. Elgar and Rodrik, 1998. The issue of whether the imposition of capital controls discourages FDI 
remains mired in econometric and statistical difficulties. The literature is accordingly inconclusive. See e.g. 
Mody and Murshid, 2002; Montiel and Reinhart, 1999; Hernandez et al. 2001; Carlson, and Hernandez, 
2002. 
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investment, including investment in technology. In the 1970s and in the period 1990-97, 

capital did move to developing countries, but the basic conditions linking additional 

funds and growth were not met. The capital inflows led mostly to increased consumption 

rather than investment. Moreover, much of the additional investment that did take place 

occurred in domestic non-tradable sectors that did not generate foreign exchange. With 

greater foreign debts unmatched by a greater ability to meet debt obligations, it’s not 

surprising that balance of payment crises eventually developed. 

 

In addition, opening capital markets often forced countries to adopt polices that would 

reduce the risk of outflows, even when these policies were not in the interest of long term 

economic growth. Capital market liberalization not only contributed to the occurrence of 

crises, it also restricted the ability of economic authorities to respond. Standard recipes 

for dealing with a crisis call for central banks to reduce interest rates and for governments 

to stimulate the economy by increasing expenditures and/or cutting taxes. But countries 

that have opened their capital market often find it difficult to do either.  Countries with 

open capital markets are typically forced to raise interest rates to stop capital outflows, 

with adverse effects on fiscal policy, particularly in countries where the government has 

high levels of debt.     

 

In the case of CML, there is now general agreement that portfolio inflow and increased 

borrowing associated with liberalization did not lead to sustained long-term growth. 

Although the impact is not as big, it’s surprising that many of these same risks are now 

ignored in the debate and policy recommendations on obtaining credit ratings.  
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Investment and Credit Ratings  

Credit ratings rate the ability of a government to repay its external debt. To that extent, 

we would expect changes in ratings to be correlated with changes in sovereign 

borrowing. It’s less clear, though, that obtaining a sovereign rating should enable poor 

African countries to borrow. In fact, the UNDP project does assert that it’s unlikely that 

most of the countries in the program will issue Eurobonds on the international capital 

markets shortly after obtaining their ratings. UNDP’s expectation is that the rating will 

attract FDI, allow firms to borrow abroad, and deepen capital markets, as discussed 

above.  

 

To test these assumptions, IPD is conducting a study on the relationship between credit 

ratings and foreign investment. In particular, we examine the relationship between credit 

ratings and FDI. We are also interested in how credit ratings affect other forms of 

borrowing that are important for sustaining economic growth, such as trade finance, and 

we are testing this relationship as well. 

 

Preliminary results show an insignificant relationship between obtaining a credit rating 

and increasing foreign direct investment. Although the data is somewhat limited, 

countries that obtain a rating for the first seem to have virtually no response in terms of 

new FDI inflows. Preliminary results also appear to show that, for countries that 

experience changes in ratings (such as an upgrade), the change in the rate of growth of 

FDI on average occurs before the change in the rating. This effect has been noted in 

numerous examples, from Russia to China: economic changes lead to higher FDI (and/or 
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higher FDI leads to economic growth), which in turn leads to the upgrade – not the other 

way around.  

 

The data on trade finance is also somewhat limited, but preliminary analysis shows that 

countries without credit ratings have, on average, had a greater share of trade financing 

than countries with low ratings, implying that obtaining a rating does not, on its own, 

increase trade finance. More analysis on this data is necessary before firm conclusions 

can be drawn, but again, preliminary results indicate that for low income countries 

obtaining a rating does not have a significant effect on trade finance.    

 

As stated above, we do expect there to be a relationship between changes in credit ratings 

and foreign borrowing over the full dataset. However, even this should be limited for sub-

investment grade countries. It will almost certainly be limited for countries obtaining 

ratings for the first time. But even if obtaining a rating did lead to increased borrowing 

this is not necessarily a reason for countries to get a credit rating. As discussed elsewhere, 

there also large risks attached to external borrowing, including debt build-ups, currency 

mis-matches, and the inability to engage in counter-cyclical policies (as described in the 

discussion on CML above).  

 

Generally, it is institutional creditors who use credit ratings as an investment tool. These 

portfolio investors tend to be short-term oriented (most fund managers are paid bonuses 

on the basis of short-term performance) even when they invest in long-term paper (as 

long as there is some liquidity in the market).   In addition, the credit ratings themselves 
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tend to be pro-cyclical, exacerbating the pro-cyclical nature of the flows. Sovereign credit 

ratings are raised during boom periods because the country’s capacity to pay is increased, 

and lowered during slowdowns because the capacity to repay is reduced.  

 

Furthermore, once a rating is obtained it needs to be maintained. Worse than having no 

rating, is getting a downgrade. The problem here is that the job of credit rating agencies is 

to calculate the probability that a country can repay its debt. This means that to maintain 

their rating (or get an upgrade) policymakers need to follow policies with this goal in 

mind. But the policies this entails – tight fiscal and (usually) tight monetary policies – are 

not necessarily the same (and can, in fact, be quite different) from policies countries 

might use to stimulate long-term growth. For example, countries can be penalized for 

government investment in infrastructure, education, health, etc. In other words, similarly 

to heavily-indebted countries, policymakers are forced into pro-cyclical policies – 

without having necessarily become heavily indebted.  

 

Another argument given as a reason to obtain a rating is to facilitate the ability of 

domestic firms to borrow in the international market.5 We have not tested the data on 

corporate issues, but given the limited number of corporate Eurobonds from poor 

countries when they first obtain ratings, this relationship appears to be spurious. 

Similarly, there is no evidence that a foreign credit rating helps develop local capital 

markets. On the contrary, if successful at facilitating foreign borrowing, having the rating 

would divert the best borrowers to international markets, as discussed below.  

                                                 
5 This is similar to the argument that countries should issue debt, even when they don’t need the funds, to 
‘build a yield curve’ to facilitate the ability of domestic firms to borrow on international capital markets. 
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Alternative policy recommendations 

There are three preliminary policy recommendations of the study. The first is that poor 

countries should not obtain a credit rating – unless there is a good reason for them to be 

borrowing on international capital markets.   

 

Second, rather than putting resources into obtaining an international rating to facilitate 

firm borrowing abroad (often exposing them to currency mis-matches), it makes more 

sense for a country to develop domestic credit ratings/information agencies and 

implement policies to develop domestic capital markets.  

 

The third point relates to the pro-cyclicality of ratings, rather than the issue of obtaining a 

rating. To the extent that credit ratings do have an impact on the amount or cost of 

borrowing, a better credit rating framework is one that rates a sovereign’s credit 

throughout a cycle, rather than one that adjusts for shorter term fluctuations. A rating that 

tests how well a country will respond to an economic slowdown and/or crisis will be less 

pro-cyclical, possibly inducing less pro-cyclicality of the creditors.  
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